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Abstract
The aim of this article is to analyse the development of the concepts of equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming with regard to a new policy approach taken outside the traditional community method and to raise the question to what extent these policy instruments can be considered as a "new tool" to combat gender discrimination. The European Employment Strategy (EES) and the Open Method of Coordination (OMC) are two examples of an instrument outside the community method, which tries to increase the recognition of the gender dimension of the labour market and to improve the initiatives taken in the interrelated field of social inclusion of women by the use of "soft" policy instruments and voluntarist procedures. The paper illustrates the development of the concept of equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming under the EES and the OMC; more precisely, the paper seeks to demonstrate that the concepts of equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming cannot be addressed by reference to harmonisation instruments exclusively, but need, due to the diverse approach towards gender equality on a national level, a decentralised approach as it is offered by the coordination instrument, which should be understood as a complementary tool of integration.
1. Introduction

The concept of equal opportunities between men and women has for a long time been developed by reference to instruments under the so-called “community method” (Bell, 2002:32). Starting from the principle of equal pay for men and women as already enshrined in Art. 119 (now Art. 141) of the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (EEC), the concept of non-discrimination between men and women had continuously been...
expanded by the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice (ECJ).(2) With the introduction of Art. 13 EC by the Treaty of Amsterdam, the European Community (EC) was enabled, although within the limits of powers conferred upon it by the EC treaty, to combat forms of discrimination, against which legal protection was hitherto not available on the Community level, such as discrimination based on racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation.(3)

But even if the concept of equal opportunities between men and women was subject to such a continuous expansion under EC law, the question has to be raised how successful the European law approach had been. In a practical context, the issue of gender equality is still on the political agenda and the aim of equal opportunities between men and women far from being achieved (Masselot, 2007:152). What is wrong with the described approach of the EC? Are the chosen instruments the wrong ones or is it the subject matter of equality issues which can only to limited extent be made subject to legal treatment? Presumably, there is some truth in both issues.

The point this paper wants to make is thus to look what contribution the soft policy tool of coordination could make to the general aim of gender equality. Therefore the paper looks within its first part at the development of gender equality issues and the concept of gender mainstreaming under the European Employment Strategy (EES) and the Open Method of Coordination (OMC). Whereas the traditional legal approach to gender equality issues is limited to the field of labour law, i.e. to the regulation of the employer-employee-relationship(4), the coordination instrument expands the general aim of gender equality to the areas of labour market and social policies and thus to areas which are not part of the Community’s legislative competences (Rubery, 2002:500). The second part of the paper analyses more generally the strengths and weaknesses of such a soft policy approach towards gender equality and points especially at the ambiguous relationship between traditional legal instruments under the Community method and the coordination instrument. Even though the field of gender equality has shown that a complementary rather than a supplementary use of New Modes of Governance is possible, there is nevertheless a certain danger that traditional legal concepts are undermined. The latter issue is of special concern in view of emerging, so-called hybrid forms combining hard law and soft policy elements - an issue the third and last part of the paper will deal with in view of the Race Equality Directive 2000/43/EC(5) as a further area of anti-discrimination policy where new modes of governance have been used.

The overall aim of the paper is thus a twofold one: On the one hand, it aims to stress that an effective approach to gender equality cannot be achieved with reference to the traditional Community method only, simply because the EC does not dispose of legislative competences in the crucial fields of labour market and social policies. On the other hand, it has to be stressed that most of the expectations and euphoria that accompanied the introduction of the European Employment Strategy in 1997 and the Open Method of Coordination in 2000 could not be achieved. Since the outcome of these new policy instruments is difficult to assess, it is all the more important to clarify the legal boundaries of the instrument and thus to determine the relationship between hard and soft law policy instruments.

2. Equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming under the EES and the OMS – characteristics and development

Initially introduced in the field of economic policies by the Treaty of Maastricht and enshrined in Art. 99 EC, the coordination instrument gained importance for the field of gender equality policies with the introduction of the second coordination process known as the European Employment Strategy under Art. 125 et seqq. EC by the Treaty of Amsterdam. The 1998 employment guidelines included the strengthening of equal opportunities between men and women as one of its four pillars(6) and added one year the commitment to gender mainstream all policy areas.(7) In 2000 the Lisbon European Council(8) extended the coordination instrument to further social policy areas and referred to it as the Open Method of Coordination without, however, enshrining it in the EC treaty. The so-called social inclusion-OMC is of relevance to the issue of equal opportunities between men and women since women are to larger extent than men faced with the problem and the consequences of social exclusion resulting from unemployment or poverty in general (Rubery et al., 2005:619).
In order to understand in what way the instrument of the EES and the OMC differ from the community method and why these instruments developed, recourse shall be made to the general functioning and features of the EES and the OMC as well as on their development before looking at the specific aspect of gender equality policy in the processes of the EES and the OMC.

2.1. The characteristics of the European Employment Strategy (EES) and the Open Method of Coordination (OMC) – Departure from the Community Method

The EES as introduced by the Luxembourg European Council in 1997 and the OMC as developed by the Lisbon European Council in 2000 differ in various aspects from traditional instruments of EC law, such as the legislative instruments under Art. 249 EC.

The traditional community method has as its characteristics the transfer of powers from the member states to the EC, the central role of the Commission, the Council and the Parliament in the decision-making process, the adoption of binding rules whose application can be reviewed by the European Court of Justice (ECJ). All these elements differ from modes of international cooperation and have brought the EC closer to a federal-type system, in other words to a supranational system characterised by the concept of supremacy or direct effect. (9)

The coordination process, however, has a different institutional setting and is of a different legal nature. It gives a strong role to the European Council and the Council; it allows for Community action outside the fields of European competences, it renounces the legally binding and reviewable character of traditional community acts by instruments of multilateral surveillance, benchmarking and peer review. The systematic search for comparison and knowledge is supposed to cause pressure and willingness among the Member States to perform best and thereby to comply with the adopted common European indicators.

Apart from these common characteristics, the EES and the OMC differ simply because the EES has been brought into a clear treaty base and thus a prescribed structure whereas the OMC varies according to its field of application. A brief description of the EES process as well as the social-inclusion OMC shall underline theses differences.

2.1.1. The coordination process under the EES pursuant to Art. 128 EC

The actual process of the EES is, in contrast to the OMC, enshrined in the EC treaty in Art. 125 et seqq. EC and in particular in Art. 128 EC. The core instruments of the employment coordination process are the so-called employment guidelines. On the basis of the conclusions given by the European Council at the yearly spring summit, the Council adopts the employment guidelines on proposal from the Commission. The European Parliament’s powers are limited to a consultation right. After the adoption of the guidelines, Member States shall frame their national labour policies in the light of the European employment guidelines and shall provide the Council and the Commission with an annual report under Art. 128 para. 3 EC. Even though Member States are obliged to participate in the coordination process, there is no requirement to implement the employment guidelines as it would be the case under the EC’s legislative instruments (Häde 2007:Art. 99 par.5-6). On the basis of the national reports, the Council and the Commission examine the national policy approaches. If national policies conflict with the European employment guidelines, the only “sanction” available under Art. 128 para. 3 EC is the adoption of legally not binding recommendations to the Member State in question. The results of the examination process are summarised in a joint implementation report of the Council and the Commission under Art. 128 para. 4 EC, and submitted to the European Council as the basis for the latter’s conclusions at the yearly spring summit. (10) The EES-process, which had originally been established as a yearly process, has been changed into a triennial one, which, however, still provides for a yearly update of the employment guidelines and national reports.

2.1.2. The Open Method of Coordination (OMC)

The Lisbon European Council in 2000(11) expanded the use of the coordination instrument to further areas of social policy and referred to it as the Open Method of Coordination (OMC). In contrast to the EES under Art. 128 EC and the economic policy coordination process under Art. 99 EC, the OMC has itself not been incorporated into
the EC treaty. According to the Lisbon European Council the OMC has to be understood as an independent political process which aims to support Member States in the development of their own policies and which involves the adoption of European guidelines, indicators and/or benchmarks as well as the establishment of regular monitoring processes to control Member States’ progress.(12)

For the purpose of this paper, the social inclusion-OMC is relevant for the issue of policy, even though it has to be stressed that the OMC has been extended continuously to other social policy fields, which can, however, not be covered in this paper.(13) The social inclusion-OMC was one of the first OMC-processes that were agreed upon at the Nice summit meeting in December 2000(14). It aims to facilitate participation in employment and access by all to resources, goods and services and thereby to prevent the risk of exclusion. The issue of gender equality is of relevance within all fields of possible social exclusion and thereby needs to be mainstreamed in all areas which relate to employment policy. In a biennial process, the social inclusion-OMC aims to combine common European objectives, National Action Plans and Community programmes.(15) The common objectives and indicators are, similar to the EES, set by the Council and Commission. Member States are required to submit every other year National Actions Plans (NAP), which are then reviewed and summarised in a joint report of the Council and the Commission. In contrast to the EES, the social inclusion-OMC does not allow for the adoption of recommendations to Member States. The review mechanism is thereby limited to the submission of a joint report by the Commission and the Council, which reduces the pressure on Member States.(16)

2.2. The European evolution of “new modes of governance”

The development of coordination processes which make use of non-binding instruments surprises at first glance and raises the question why the EC as a supranational legal order has made recourse to instruments of multilateral surveillance which have been applied by traditional international organisations (Schäfer, 2005:18), such as the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)(17) or the International Monetary Fund (IMF)(18) for years.

On the other hand, the use of soft mechanism is not unknown within the context of the EC itself. Especially in the field of labour policy as well as social policy, it can be noted that there has always been a tendency to include soft policy instruments outside the community method (Kilpatrick, 2006:122) such as the use of supporting community action programmes developed under the European Social Fund (ESF)(19), the community action programmes on equal opportunities for men and women,(20) or the more recent community action programmes to combat social exclusion adopted for the first time in 2000.(21)

Despite this long-standing use of what can be summarised as soft law instruments within the context of the EC or the existence of similar forms of cooperation in the practice of international organisations, there is something special about the coordination instrument which requires a more precise look at the emergence of the coordination instrument on a European level Scott and Trubek, 2002:5).

The European Monetary Union (EMU) can clearly be considered as one important starting point for the development of “new modes of governance”. The introduction of a common European currency have increased the interdependence of national economies and thus reduced the Member States margin for manoeuvre in a number of policy fields outside the EC’s competences (Borrás and Jacobsson, 2004:186). This limitation of Member States’ room for manoeuvre caused the need for some form of policy cooperation to overcome the legal split of competences.

Apart from the currency background, the high unemployment rate and especially the low employment rate of women in the majority of European countries, the under-development of the service sector and a number of common European concerns relating to the financing and organisation of social security schemes made it necessary to develop a common and coherent European approach in fields outside the core of the single market. Due to the lack of European competences and the reluctance of political leaders to agree on a further transfer of competences in areas, such as employment policy, health policy and social policy in general, the second half of the 1990s was marked by a search for institutional alternatives. The coordination processes enshrined in Art. 99 and Art. 128 of the EC treaty are one attempt to satisfy this quest for renewal (Dehousse, 2002:2).
The “turn towards new modes of governance” (Joerges and Everson, 2005:161, 169) is not a phenomenon which occurred exclusively within the context of the EU, it is rather part of a general development at all levels, i.e. the international, the European and the national level. The increasing complexity of decision-making processes, the European or even international influence or in other words the phenomenon of globalisation has shown the need to integrate expertise and/or organisational capacities of non-governmental actors into the decision-making process on all levels. On an international level, international organisations as well as Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) or even transnational corporations (Rosenau, 1992:1, Ruffert, 2004:20-21) have gained significant influence over the years. On German national level, the changing role of the state and the inclusion of private actors into public policy arrangements have been on the political agenda for years (Ruffert, 2004:17-19, Schuppert, 2005:371). The European level had gone through various stages of regulation, deregulation and re-regulation expressing the search for the appropriate form of governance even before the actual usage of the term governance occurred within the context of the EC.

The emergence of the coordination instrument thus differs from previous forms of soft law instruments in the context of the EC and is part of general debate on the renewal of traditional integration techniques.

2.3. The development of gender policies under the coordination processes

After having referred to the general development and functioning of the two coordination processes, a more precise look at gender equally perspective of the EES and the OMC will follow including the various changes and stages of this development.

The 1993 Delors White Paper(23), which is often described as a starting point for the European Employment Strategy (EES), made no mention of gender aspects whatsoever and ignored that changes in the European labour market had taken place and that unemployment could not be tackled successfully without considering the gender dimension of the labour market. The negative employment situation and in particular the high unemployment rate among women in most European countries in the 1990s as well as the series of negative consequences for all national social security systems caused growing concern among EU officials and national political actors and pushed Member States to the recognition that the achievement of better employment targets firstly depended on a European approach and a certain coordination of relevant national policies and secondly needed to take into consideration the role of women in the labour market (Rubery, 2005:393). The awareness of considering women as part of the labour market was presumably not only due to the high unemployment rates in Europe, but also due to a gradual move towards gender equality issues developed during the last 40 years pushing for equal education. Consequently, with the development of the European Employment Strategy in 1997, the gender dimension of the labour market was for the first time firmly embedded in the European context.

The latter conclusion might seem surprising given that the already mentioned approach taken under the traditional community method has contributed significantly to the equality between men and women. What has, however, to be stressed is the fact that gender equality issues under the traditional community method were limited to the field of labour law whereas the coordination instrument expands the aim of gender equality to new areas, such as employment and labour market policy respectively as well as social policies. Within these fields, the EC disposes of no or only very limited legislative competences. It is thus important to state that the introduction of the EES recognised the role of women as part of the labour market and thus expanded the concept of equal opportunities to new, albeit interrelated policy fields. There are some predecessors in view of the issues of work-family reconciliation, such as the non-binding Council recommendation on child care or the financially supporting programmes under the European Social Fund, but the coordination instrument added nevertheless a clear inclusion of the role of women in labour market and employment policies by recognising them as part of the employment/unemployment rate.

2.3.1. Equal opportunities between men and women and Gender Mainstreaming under the European Employment Strategy (EES)

The EES as one of the most advanced coordination process is now entering its third phase. The changes and review processes made under the different phases of the EES are of relevance for the aspect of gender policies as
they caused various “ups and downs” (Rubery et al., 2005:603) of the commitment towards equal opportunities and gender mainstreaming.

The first phase of the European Employment Strategy (1997-2002) as established by the European Council in Luxemburg 1997 already included and incorporated the issue of equal opportunities between men and women in employment processes as one of its four pillars (26) and extended this commitment in 1998 to a gender mainstreaming of all policies (27). The Council recommendations to the Member States adopted under the EES followed this approach and included recommendations concerning both equal opportunity specific policies and gender mainstreaming (28). Furthermore, equality targets were set including a specific female employment rate target for 2005-2010 (29). Similar targets were adopted in view of childcare provisions during the second phase of the EES following the Barcelona European summit in 2002 (30) aimed at lowering obstacles for women to re-enter the labour market.

The Commission’s first assessment report in 1998 stressed that the main focus of the Member States was given to the first pillar of the EES, i.e. the employability pillar. In view of the equal opportunity pillar, there was a considerable awareness among Member States, even though the number of concrete actions was rather limited. The EES helped, however, to put the gender dimension of the labour market on the political agenda and stimulated institutional innovations. Germany, for example, enshrined its commitment to gender mainstreaming in areas of public administration, as for example in § 2 of the Rules of Procedure of the Federal Ministries (31) (Gemeinsame Geschäftsordnung der Bundesministerien). More importantly, the German legislator adopted a new Act on Equality between Men and Women in Federal Public Administration and in Federal Courts (32) and expanded steadily since 2001 the act on parental leave and on parental care allowances (33). The question has clearly to be raised, to what extent these policy changes on a national level can actually be attributed directly to the EES. A clear causal link in view of specific measure can clearly not be drawn. Since the coordination instrument lacks coercive means, changes on a national level depend to a large extent on the political circumstances at the national level rather than on the policy guidelines of the EES. It can, however, be stated that the EES helped to increase the Member States’ awareness on the role of women. It allowed for information exchange in view of other Member States’ approaches and forced Member States to discuss the need for change in the classical approach towards labour market policies.

Apart from initiatives in the area of public administration, some national governments undertook changes in tax policies and modified their taxation systems in order to remove disincentives to work (34). The problem which arises especially in view of tax reforms is the lack of common European definition of what the final aim of female employment should look like. Only few countries follow a dual-earner money whereas the majority of countries, among them especially Germany, focus on a one-and-a-half-earner model and increase the possibilities for part-time work. Supported by the European structural funds, a number of Member States established programmes to support the development of female entrepreneurship. Consequently, at the end of the first phase of the EES (1997-2002) most of the EU-Member States had put into place some formal mechanism for gender mainstreaming (Rubery, 2005:396).

The first five years of the EES thereby gave positive incentives to national policy processes and caused significant pressure among Member States to put a higher emphasis on the role of women in employment processes. This positive development was to a certain extent due to the fact that between 1999 and 2001 a number of countries with an already well developed national gender policy were in charge of the Council presidency (35).

The so-called second phase of the EES (2002-2005) was marked by a number of reforms and revision of the coordination process. On request of the European Commission, the Barcelona European Council 2002 (36) approved the streamlining and integration of the two coordination processes enshrined in the EC treaty, i.e. the EES under Art. 128 EC and the process of economic policy coordination under Art. 99 EC. The review of these two processes aimed to synchronise the employment guidelines under Art. 128 EC with the broad economic policy guidelines (BEPG) under Art. 99 EC, requiring reports on both aspects of economic policy at the same time (37). The second phase of gender policies under the EES was thus subject to various changes. The synchronisation of the two processes was on the one hand positive for the gender equality dimension of the EES since it allowed for a wider application of the gender mainstreaming concept. On the other hand, there was a
danger that the employment coordination process could lose importance. Art. 126 para. 2 EC asks for the
consistency of the employment guidelines with the broad economic guidelines and thereby already considers the
EES as secondary to the overall economic strategy. A synchronisation of the two processes could further weaken
the status of the European Employment Strategy as an independent coordination process.

Apart from these procedural changes, the Commission expressed the need to reduce the number of general
objectives. The original four pillars of the EES were replaced by three overarching and complementary objectives
of full employment, quality and productivity at work as well as social inclusion and cohesion.(38) The previous
pillar on equal opportunities between men and women was no longer one of the three overarching objectives, but
remained one of the ten priorities(39) which aimed to support the three objectives. Furthermore, the EES,
following the treaty amendments of Amsterdam, expanded its gender anti-discrimination policy to discrimination
related to race, ethnicity, sexual orientation and age.(40) These substantive changes to the scope and priorities of
the EES once more raised the question of whether the issue of gender equality had been watered down during the
second phase of the EES. There were at least certain reasons to claim it had. The issue of equal opportunities
between men and women clearly lost its visibility. The expansion of the non-discrimination agenda to new forms
of discrimination could have shifted the focus of equality policies away from the gender policy dimension. On the
other hand, there was a chance to increase the importance of anti-discrimination policy as a whole. The three
overarching objectives, i.e. full employment, job quality and productivity as well as social inclusion and cohesion
were of particular relevance for the issue of equal opportunities between men and women and did all fit very well
with the different needs of women in the labour market (Rubery et al., 2003:492-493).

The first employment guidelines under the streamlined coordination process were adopted in June 2003, followed
by the new National Action Plans (NAPs) in autumn 2003. The dual focus on equal opportunities between men
and women policy and gender mainstreaming which was chosen as an approach during the first phase of the EES
was maintained, but less visible under the 2003 employment guidelines. In contrast to the previous guidelines
neither definitions nor examples of how to apply gender mainstreaming to various areas of the EES were given, so
that the 2003 employment guidelines concentrated on gender equality approach and reduced the attention paid to
the principle of gender mainstreaming (Fagan et al., 2006:572), which could again reduce the pressure on the
Member States and thus the potentials a process of multi-lateral surveillance might offer. As a consequence
hereof, the majority of Member States made almost no reference to gender mainstreaming in their National Action

In view of the setting of quantitative targets on employment rates, the 2003 EES guidelines repeated its
commitments to the employment rate targets as set at the Lisbon summit in 2000, but did not include the wider
Commission proposal to eliminate the gender unemployment gap and to halve the gender pay gap by 2010. The
introduction of the equal pay target into the EES failed several times, but it shows that there is a need to address
this issue outside the existing legislative approaches under the community method which could not overcome the
gender pay gap in Europe.(41)

The conclusion to be drawn from the second phase of the EES is neither positive nor negative. The employment
rate of women in 2003 increased to 55.6% and gave reason for optimism to remain on track towards the
immediate target of 57% for 2005.(42) One year later, however, the overall employment rate stagnated and thus
progress towards the female employment rate target of 60% by 2010 slowed.(43) One reason for the shortfall in
2004, even though it was by far not the sole factor, was the 5th enlargement of the EC by 10 new Member States
and the widespread loss of jobs for both sexes in the former communist regimes which had occurred particularly
in the first half of the 1990s and which could not be overcome to date. Nevertheless, the institutional innovations
in the 10 new Member States in relation to equal opportunities between men and women as well as to gender
mainstreaming in the immediate run-up to accession were more advanced than the ones in some of the old
Member States (Fagan et al., 2005:570).

The importance of personalities and political directions is always evident within the political process in the
context of the EC. During the second phase of the EES conservative parties dominated national governments.
Under these circumstances, it was probably not possible to establish more progressive aims under the EES, and
probably best to “hold the line” (Rubery, 2005:413).
In 2005 the second significant reform of the EES was adopted as part of the general review of the Lisbon-Strategy and marked as a consequence the starting point for a new phase, i.e. the third phase of the EES (2005-2008). The streamlining and synchronisation of the EES and the coordination of economic policies which had been started in 2002 and which had led to a re-organisation of the two annual coordination processes into triennial processes was continued in 2005. Apart from the already existing temporal synchronisation, a better coordination as regards the content was aimed. The employment guidelines and the broad economic policy guidelines are now adopted on the same day and are summarised within one single document, the so-called integrated guidelines.

Apart from the general synchronisation of the two coordination processes, the number of general objectives was further reduced to economic growth and jobs, so that the equality target remains again outside the general pillars of the EES. Apart from the changes on the European level, Member States will after the reform of the Lisbon-Strategy be asked to provide for so called National Reform Programmes (NRPs) adopted according to the structure of the integrated guidelines every third year. The NRPs synchronise thus the reporting duties of the Member States, but allow on the other hand for new freedom on the national level to determine their focus within the integrated guidelines.

The 2005 employment guidelines which do not provide for a specific equality pillar keep, however, the employment targets for women as enshrined in the 2002 EES guidelines. Furthermore, they include various elements of gender equality policy, such as the increase of the number of women in employment, the abolishment of discrimination in view of access to employment, employment conditions and pay as well as the issue of reconciliation between work and private life including accessible and affordable child care facilities. No new targets have, however, been set under the employment guidelines and the gender equality approach again lost its visibility. Streamlining has thus further limited the gender equality approach to a mere raise of employment rates and failed to develop the second objective of gender mainstreaming within the integrated guidelines.

As a consequence, similar reduced attention towards gender equality policy can be noticed under the first National Reform Plans (NRPs) submitted by the Member States in 2005. Original commitments to decrease the gender gap according to the set targets have disappeared in the NRPs of most countries after 2004. Furthermore, as shown during the first and second phase, almost all national action plans displayed a low level of gender mainstreaming actions.

After this rather dissatisfying development in the area of gender policies, the European Council in 2006 adopted the so-called “European Pact for Gender Equality”. The pact aims to support policy measures on a national level which relate to three main issues, i.e. measures to close the gender gap and to combat gender stereotypes in the labour market, measures to promote a better work-life balance for all, and measures to reinforce governance through gender mainstreaming including better monitoring. The same aims and the dual approach of gender equality and gender mainstreaming have been enshrined in the Commission’s roadmap towards gender equality, a Commission’s initiative building on the Framework Strategy for equality between men and women (2001-2005) and setting up a new European institute for gender equality aimed to review all existing gender equality law as well as to collect relevant information and statistics.

The latter incentives taken on the European level in 2006 are, however, of rather political value and are not reflected in the progress reports on the NRPS published in 2006. Most national progress reports pay only limited attention to gender equality policies. They are mentioned in relation to work-family reconciliation whereas a number of countries still approaches the reconciliation issue through an increase of part-time work contracts and thus indirectly supports the traditional gender division of labour. There are positive developments in view of the employment rate of women of 60% by 2010 as formulated under the Lisbon target. The concept of gender mainstreaming has, however, not even mentioned in a number of progress reports.

The conclusion which can thus be drawn in 2007 is a rather negative one. Even though the new cycle is still in progress, the issue of gender equality and especially the concept of gender mainstreaming lost importance. Even
though the first joint employment report 2005/06(53) stressed positively the higher consistency between the social inclusion-OMC and the processes under the economic policy and employment coordination process, streamlining has not been a contribution to the field of gender equality. Quite the contrary, streamlining has further decreased the visibility of the gender equality objectives and thus the Member States’ commitment to gender equality and gender mainstreaming. Even if there might be some positive reforms in some countries, there is no even and systematic approach. The main focus of the integrated guidelines of 2005-2008 is the rise of employment rates of women without however taking a greater effort towards a more “rounded gender equality objective” (Fagan et al., 2006:586).

2.3.2. Equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming under the social inclusion-OMC

With the extension of the coordination instrument to other policy areas under the so-called Open Method of Coordination (OMC) as established by the Lisbon European Council 2000, the issues of equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming became an issue within the social inclusion process. The European Council in Lisbon 2000 agreed on the development of a strategy to combat any form of social exclusion, thus to combat gender discrimination as one form of social exclusion and to gender mainstream all policy fields. The idea behind the social inclusion process in view of the gender policies was to combine in an integrated approach the fight against poverty, social exclusion and the promotion of equality between men and women.(54) All three fields are interrelated areas since women are to a higher percentage economically inactive as they tend to be responsible for the major share of unpaid work in the family or if they work, they often earn less than men. Poverty among elderly women is one consequence and linked to systems of pension schemes which are designed for men working continuously and full-time. Apart from poverty among the elderly, women comprise the majority of single parents and cumulatively constitute the majority of the poor (Rees, 1988:176). It is thus the essence of the mainstreaming approach to show how apparently gender-neutral practices, in fact, act as exclusionary mechanisms for women (Rees, 1988:189).

The first set of objectives under the biennial social inclusion-OMC was adopted by the Nice European Council in December 2000.(55) The social inclusion-OMC aims to support the aim of gender equality under the EES by alleviating some structural problems, such as the promotion of reconciliation between work and family life, including the issue of childcare, and the promotion of social integration of women at risk of facing persistent poverty. After the first round of rather broad and prescriptive NAPs, the Council highlighted in its revised objectives in 2002 the need to put higher emphasis on the development, implementation and monitoring of the equal opportunities and gender mainstreaming dimension.(56) The second joint report on social inclusion in 2005 repeated the need for more consistency of national policies towards the gender dimension of social exclusion. To date, only the minority of Member States(57) provided for consistent mainstreaming across social policy fields. In the majority of Member States, gender equality did not appear as policy priorities under their NAPs. Gender equality was often used as a mean to achieve objectives in other fields, such as child poverty or family crisis, but not as an objective to be pursued in its own right when dealing with combating poverty and social exclusion.

Following the reform of the Lisbon Strategy in 2005, the OMC social inclusion process has been reviewed and streamlined. A new overarching framework of social inclusion and social protection was adopted in 2006 which covers the areas social inclusion as well as pensions and health and long-term care.(58) and which provides for temporal coherence with the EES under Art. 128 EC and the economic policy coordination process under Art. 99 EC. The streamlining of the different coordination processes aims to reduce and to facilitate Member States’ obligation to submit NAPs in order to put a higher emphasis on the implementation on a national level. The new overarching social inclusion process names as the first of three general objectives adopted by the Brussels European Council in March 2006: social cohesion, equality between men and women and equal opportunities for all through adequate, accessible and financially sustainable efficient social protection systems and inclusion policies. The reporting system of the Member States is now referred to as National Reports on Strategies for Social Protection and Social Inclusion. The majority of national reports draws a positive conclusion in view of increasing female employment rate.(59) Reference to specific gender equality measures is mostly limited to work-family reconciliation measures. Gender mainstreaming is stressed as an aim to be achieved without, however, mentioning concrete policy measures.
The first joint report after the reform of the social inclusion OMC of 2007 thus refers to gender equality aspects merely as a means to an end. The issue of work-family reconciliation is considered as being significant for the reduction of child poverty without referring to the gender equality issue as such. The concept of gender mainstreaming remains completely out of the picture. Generally speaking, the social inclusion aspect in general lost its importance compared to healthcare and long-term care as well as pensions-OMC since the latter fields raise the more urgent question of long-term sustainability and are thus supported by a general national consensus to act.

To date, the overall strategic approach of the social inclusion process lacks thus a clear gender analysis, and it is difficult to tell whether gender mainstreaming is more than a very popular slogan. A consistent approach to advance gender equality across the full spectrum of social inclusion objectives has not been established so far.

2.4. Summary

The practical results of the EES or the OMC in terms of equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming are limited. The recognition of the gender policy dimension as an economic and social factor has, however, been strengthened by the EES and OMC and has gained higher importance on the political agenda. The adoption of the so-called “European Pact for Gender Equality” by the Brussels European Council in 2006(60) underlines this considerably risen awareness of the gender equality dimension in recent years. Implementation of new approaches to policy-making takes, however, time; and evaluations of the impact of these two coordination processes are difficult to make since many policy strategies have not yet been implemented, or are only in the planning phase. The application of the coordination instrument in view of gender equality issues can nevertheless be classified as a reaction to new realities and thus as a reaction to a need to expand the gender dimension to new policy fields.

3. The strengths and weakness of the coordination instrument and specific concerns in the area of gender policies

After having analysed the development of the coordination process, the strengths and weaknesses of the coordination instrument shall be highlighted both in view of general characteristics and in view of the specific aspect of gender equality policies.

3.1. The strengths of the EES and the OMC

As stated above, the coordination instrument developed out of a need for a certain degree of convergence in interdependent policy areas, i.e. in policy fields which are outside the core of the common market and thus the EC’s legislative competences, but which nevertheless have a certain impact on European policy fields. The reliance on a soft policy instrument in the area of labour and social policies helped to react to such a need of policy convergence and thus offered a policy outcome which could not be achieved by reference to the Community method.

3.1.1. The decentralised and flexible approach of the EES and OMC

The EES and the OMC put a procedural obligation on Member States to participate in the coordination process, but do not require Member States to transfer legislative or regulatory competences on a European level. Consequently, the coordination processes take a decentralised approach. Due to very different national approaches to employment and social policy and the very different national commitments towards and the understanding of what is considered to be gender equality, it is difficult to imagine that the harmonisation of laws under the traditional community method could reach effective and/or desirable results. The starting point of the employment strategy and the Open Method of Coordination therefore seems to be right. The decentralised element allows for higher flexibility since European initiatives or ideas can be adapted to the diverse national legal regimes or institutional particularities (Dehousse, 2002:4).
3.1.2. The overcoming of political resistance on all levels

The coordination process reduces political costs of national governments and can thus have the potential to develop ideas further than on a national level where sensitive issues of labour law or social policies are immediately subject to party political conflicts. The possibility of flexible agreements on a European level may surmount resistance towards a European commitment and may free the discussion from internal national problems. European involvement often causes less domestic opposition than pure national initiatives, so that the coordination processes broaden the room for manoeuvre of national governments (Metz, 2005:9).

The overcoming of political resistance was and is especially relevant for the field of gender policies. The importance of the gender dimension of the labour market was by no means an immediate or automatic recognition, but subject to a longer development (Rubery, 2005:393). It was not until the Luxembourg process in 1997 that the gender dimension of the labour market gained importance on the political agenda. It is very likely that this awareness among the EU Member States would not have been achieved with similar rapidity without a common European approach.

3.1.3. The potential of widening participation

The coordination instrument aims to develop policy initiatives not “top down”, but from collective work bringing together “(...) the Union, the Member States, the regional and local levels, as well as the social partners and civil society”. The participation of non-governmental actors on a national level lies, however, within the discretion of the Member States, so that to date there is no clear evidence whether or not Member States have used its discretion to broaden participation. In fact, national debates on policy initiatives stemming from the EES or the social inclusion-OMC seem often to be limited to ministerial level.

3.1.4. Summary

The coordination processes offer a new approach towards policy convergence by referring to soft instruments rather than by relying on legally binding legislative instruments. The strengths mentioned above bear at the same time a number of risks, especially for the law and traditional legal principles, such as democratic legitimacy, institutional balance etc. (Schäfer, 2006:84). It is, nevertheless, worthwhile to mention these positive elements without making a final remark on the overall legitimacy of the coordination processes at this point. The comparison between strengths and weaknesses shall, however, help to figure out where improvement is necessary and how to use the potentials of the coordination processes without sacrificing legal principles.

3.2. The weaknesses of the EES and the OMC in the area of gender policy

The soft policy approach taken under the coordination processes changes the traditional idea of integration under the community method. The supranational elements which distinguish the EC from other international organisations are not present in the coordination processes and thus pose a number of threats to the highly elaborated Community legal system. Apart from legitimacy concerns, there are a number of factual shortcomings questioning the effectiveness or even usefulness of the coordination instrument in general.

3.2.1. Legitimacy concerns of the coordination instrument – The relationship between legal and non-legal instruments

The evolution of new modes of governance on a European level has on the one hand expanded the field of action of the EC, but has, on the other hand, led to a gap between the hard law instruments named in the Treaty and the practice of EC actions, i.e. the soft policy instruments developed outside the Treaty (Bast, 2006). Under the original conception of European integration, policy convergence among the Member States should be achieved by means of law, i.e. by the adoption of legal norms, which enjoy direct effect and supremacy. These two characteristics, which distinguish the EC from traditional international organisation, ensured the effectiveness of European law on the one hand and combined it with the protection of individuals’ rights on the other hand. Consequently, the traditional concept of legal integration could provide for a sufficient legitimacy of the EC’s
With the development and steady increase of soft policy instruments in the context of the EC, these original legitimacy strands are put into questions. Non-binding norms or in the case of the coordination instrument not even norms, but merely procedural frameworks, can neither be of supremacy nor of direct effect due to a lack of invocability of soft policy instruments (Hatzopoulos, 2007:339). Even though it is true that the coordination processes do not adversely effects the existing “acquis”, they leave the EC with a significant amount of new integration tools which are not associated anymore with the two fundamental characteristics of direct effect and supremacy. The gap between practice and original conception thus challenges the legitimacy of these new instruments (Schäfer, 2006:84), which were not part of the original idea of European integration or which have at least taken a different development as originally assumed.

There is thus a threat that Member States extend the areas of application under the OMC, which offer lower political cost and thereby circumvent the legislative instruments of the EC treaty and undermine important legal concepts, such as democratic legitimacy, the need for accountability of actors as well as the division of competences. Precisely because there is no clear empirical evidence on the success or failure of coordination processes, legal principles cannot be sacrificed for an uncertain outcome of the coordination processes.

An increase of the legitimacy of the coordination instrument could simply be achieved by enshrining the coordination and its fields of application into the EC treaty as some of procedural competence category. This would reduce the gap between the instruments named in the EC treaty and the “reality of European instruments” and thus increase the transparency of the coordination processes. A clarification on the relationship between traditional legal instruments and soft policy forms needs thus to be enshrined in the EC treaty.

3.2.2. Actor participation and the lack of transparency

The institutional setting of the coordination processes aims on the one hand to broaden participation of non-governmental actors on a national level, but does on the other hand strengthen on a European level the role of the European Council and the Council as the direct representations of national governments. Neither under the EES nor under the OMC the European Parliament is involved in the actual coordination processes, so that this undermines the approach taken under the community method. On a national level, the objectives of the coordination processes were ambitious, but reality has shown that participation has mostly been limited to government officials. Neither the national parliaments nor stakeholders are involved, which makes the process on a national level even more intransparent than the one on the European level (Büchs and Friedrich, 2005:256-60, Porte and Pochet, 2005:382). Transparency would, however, be an important requirement to increase public pressure and thus to use the potential multilateral surveillance offers. The involvement of a high number of actors as such does not automatically imply a high degree of legitimacy. A high number of actors does rather presupposes procedural rules laying down the process of participation and some form of selection and review process of the actor involvement to allow for some form of actor accountability.

3.2.3. The role of rights

Apart from the institutional setting, the role of rights is an unanswered concern within the coordination processes. The EES and the social inclusion OMC do not define specific results, but are rather processes, which might lead to mutual learning and satisfactory policy outcomes over time. A traditional rights-based approach seems thus be excluded by the procedural nature of the EES and the OMC. On the other hand, the use of the coordination instruments in areas such as employment market and social policies involves especially vulnerable groups of individuals who cannot protest against an undesirable change or race to the bottom. It is thus necessary to think of ways to ensure and reflect certain constitutional values within the coordination process (De Búrca, 2003:833).

3.2.4. The problem of compliance

The EES’s and the OMC’s decentralised and flexible approach bears, apart from its advantages mentioned above, a number of negative concerns. The high flexibility for Member States on how to integrate European indicators in
their national policies is a consequence of the soft approach of the coordination instrument. A soft policy approach lacks by definition legal control over Member States’ behaviour and it is indeed difficult to imagine, that the reliance on political can lead to effective legislative output or outcomes on a member state level, or in other words that there is compliance “without the shadow of hierarchy” (Héritier, 2002:198).

There are, however, European examples, where the reliance on political will did work. The most famous one is probably the preparation of the European Monetary Union (EMU). The second stage of the successive way towards a common currency included the adoption of convergence criteria and followed a legally non-binding monitoring process. Here, the possible accession to the Euro currency created enough positive incentives for Member States to change their national policies in order to fulfil the European convergence criteria. In view of labour or social policies and thus in view of the aim of gender equality such clear incentives do not exist, so that positive outcomes might be less likely. It would, nevertheless, be premature at this point to draw the conclusion that the EES and the OMC cannot be successful. Apart from the special incentive of acceding to the Euro currency, the monitoring process under the preparation stage to the EMU was based on precise rules of procedure, a characteristic which helped to increase public pressure. The two coordination processes enshrined in the EC treaty in Art. 128 EC and Art. 99 EC also dispose of certain procedural strictness and are thus capable of putting Member States under pressure. The social inclusion-OMC, which is not enshrined in the EC treaty, lacks such a procedural clarity and limits the potentials of multilateral surveillance. It has thereby often been argued that despite the advantage of flexibility, the OMC seems “too open” (Rubery, 2005:391, Sturm, 2006:328) to encourage Member States to take action. The assessment of the impact of European politics on national policies is, however, not only in view of the coordination processes, but also in view of hard European instruments highly contested. The difficulties of assessing the Europeanisation of national laws is thus not only due to the soft character of the coordination instrument, but a general problem stemming from the complexity of the multi-level system of the EU. Some new incentives could probably be given by a perspective, which evolved in the political science literature on Europeanisation some time ago, i.e. the downloading and uploading of agendas between the national and the European level (Börzel, 2005:50). According to this approach, impact on the national level cannot only be possible in the case of “integration through law”, but also in the case of the OMC if there is a so called “misfit” between the European and the national levels which drives Member States to reshape European policies to respond to national pressure and vice-versa (Börzel, 2005:51).

A second issue linked to the problem of non-compliance, results from the fact that peer control through the Council as the main actor has by definition certain limitations. Ministerial representatives acting in the Council who represent national governments on the one hand do not want to embarrass a colleague of another government, and on the other hand do not want to present their own country in a negative way. Thus it remains questionable if National Action Plans (NAPs)/National Reform Plans (NRPs) contain anything other than positive remarks on national developments (Dehousse, 2002:19). Such a political dimension of the coordination processes does not surprise and exists under the traditional community method as well, but has probably not been given sufficient consideration in the formulation of the coordination processes and its institutional setting. It is thus necessary to strengthen the influence of the Commission and the European Parliament as well as the national parliaments in order to bring in some more objective assessment and a certain degree of accountability.

### 3.2.5. Lack of clear definitions

The huge amount of discretion offered to the Member States to specify the general guidelines and objectives laid down on a European level has led to negative impacts in view of the development of labour market policies and the aspect of gender equality on a national level. The 2003 Employment guidelines (64) enshrined, for example, an employment target for women of 57% by 2005 and of 60% by 2010 according to the share of the unemployed, but left the definition of unemployment to the Member States. A number of Member States limited the definition of unemployment to those who can claim social benefits, which excluded to a large extent married women who wanted to return to employment, but could not find work.

In a similar way, no explicit definition of what should constitute equal opportunities or greater gender equality was provided for on the European level. Consequently, Member States developed different final objectives of gender equality. Some Member States used the model of a dual earner career as the objective to be achieved and
therefore tried to increase childcare possibilities whereas others considered a one and a half earner model as final objective and consequently focused on the increase of part-time jobs. A third model, similar to a dual earner model, focussed on extended leaves and support for the re-entry into the labour market (Lewis, 2006:421-422).

To call for a unified single European model on gender equality in employment would, however, be the wrong conclusion to draw. It can be stated that the absence of any common definition cannot be successful either. In the absence of sufficiently clear common indicators and objectives, the potentials of multilateral surveillance and peer pressure break down.

3.2.6. Lack of awareness

Another weakness is the lack of knowledge and awareness towards the gender dimension of the labour market. The areas where quantitative targets are applied, such as the field of female employment rates or childcare provisions, show that the EES itself follows the idea to promote the second income earner and to presume that women as the second earner have the sole responsibility for childcare (Lewis, 2006:429). Such shortcomings result again from the fact that neither the EES nor the OMC have clarified the final objective of an equal opportunity policy before starting the actual coordination processes.

The lack of a final objective can further be demonstrated in view of the measures taken to close the gender gap in the labour market. These measures mainly focussed on active labour market programmes, childcare assistance or family taxation reforms. Attention to the quality of women’s jobs, such as working conditions, pay or working time was largely neglected. Activation policies which do not consider the aspect of job quality will, however, not work in the long run. Here, only the UK tried to support sovereignty of choice by establishing a higher diversity in working time, but here again the focus of gender policies is on women only, without considering the behaviour of men and without trying to increase incentives for part-time work for male workers (Rubery, 2005:404).

3.2.7. Summary

It can be summarised that there are a number of concerns in view of the EES and the OMC which need to be addressed. The most important one is probably the relationship between the traditional community method and the coordination instrument. In sectors where uniformity is needed, the more centralized Community method is the more appropriate form. In other areas, however, where national diversity does not allow for uniformity, flexible initiatives on a European level are needed. In these areas, such as the area of gender policies, the EES and the OMC might despite their shortcomings be considered as starting point for the development of more flexible integration techniques.

4. The race discrimination directive – A hybrid model of hard law and new governance forms

As shown in the paragraphs above, the field of gender equality policies has taken a development outside the community method adding to the traditional legislative instruments a soft instrument. What are the consequences of such a shift towards softer forms of governance? Does the emergence of “new modes of governance” in the field of gender policies replace existing legislation or jurisdiction of the ECJ? The paper argues that the emergence of the coordination instrument in the field of gender policies should not be misunderstood as an attempt to replace traditional legislative instruments. Even though the relationship between legislative instruments and the coordination processes has yet to be clarified, an analysis of “new modes of governance” needs to resist the temptation of contrasting the two concepts of legislation and coordination. Admittedly, the interrelated hard/soft law debate which developed further with the emergence of new forms of governance on a European level could make some contributions concerning the differences and particularities of both concepts, it could, however, not offer a final conclusion on the relationship of legislative instruments and coordination instruments. The development and expansion of the coordination instrument has shown that the hard/soft law dichotomy probably takes the wrong approach. The area of gender equality can be considered as evidence for a complementary rather than a supplementary use of softer forms of governance (Kilpatrick, 2006:134, Trubek and...
Outsider the field of gender policies, there are further examples in the general context of anti-discrimination policies where new modes of governance have been used in a different way, i.e. by developing so-called hybrid structures. A recent example belonging to the broader field of anti-discrimination policy is the Race Equality Directive 2000/43/EC, which takes a traditional legal rights-based approach open to judicial review, but adds some softer governance elements to the traditional hard law elements in view of the implementation and review process of the Directive. The Directive is, by no means, free from criticism, but the purpose here is not to assess its success, but to point to the “hybrid approach” it takes. The Race Equality Directive takes the form of a framework directive, and is thereby by definition a less prescriptive legislative instrument allowing for a wide discretion in national implementation measures. Apart from these characteristics implied in its nature as a framework directive, the Race Directive interacts with the EU Action Programme against Discrimination. It thereby follows the already established practice of linking social legislation with supporting community programmes, which in the field of anti-discrimination policy contributed especially to the work of NGOs engaged in research and data collection in discrimination policies.

What is, however, special about the Race Directive is that goes beyond a complementary use of soft policy forms, but enshrines forms of multilateral surveillance and review procedures in the Directive itself in view of the implementation of the Directive. It thus creates a hybrid form of governance. Art. 11 and 12 of the Race Equality Directive encourage the information exchange and cooperation with a number of specific networks, i.e. Member States are asked to promote social dialogue between the two sides of industry, and to encourage dialogue with relevant NGOs. Apart from the obligation upon Member States to exchange information with relevant stakeholders, the Commission obliges itself in view of the revision of the Directive to take into account the view of the EC’s own anti-racism agency, of NGOs as well as of social partners of labour and industry.

The Race Equality Directive adds a further example on the compatibility of legislative instruments and softer governance elements in the area of anti-discrimination policies, but raises some more concerns on the long-term relationship between law and new governance forms and the effectiveness of hybrid forms. An example where a hybrid form of governance undermined at the end the effectiveness of hard law is the already mentioned Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) as an example for a hybrid form of governance combining hard law regulations and a soft law European Council Resolution. The SGP adds a soft policy procedure of multilateral surveillance as a first step to the hard deficit procedure under Art. 104 EC. Since the general objectives under soft multilateral surveillance procedure as a first step can be freely set by the Member States, it is unlikely that the hard law sanction provided for in Art. 104 EC will ever apply. First, Member States can fully master the setting of general objectives and can thus change the general objective each time one of the Member States is in breach with it. Second, given that the Member States are the masters of the general objectives, the legitimacy of the Commission and/or the Council as the institutions called upon to apply the hard law sanctions of Art 104 EC will be highly controversial. The case of the deficit procedures against France and Germany in 2004 is probably the most notorious example of where Member States ignored their previous agreements enshrined in a regulation. It became furthermore clear how little the ECJ could do in fields which are covered by soft law procedures and thus left to the Member States.

The development of hybrid forms has thus to be considered more seriously by the law in order to prevent situations as the ones mentioned under the SGP. Since the field of anti-discrimination policies is of special concern for the individual, the effectiveness of the traditional rights-based cannot be sacrificed for an uncertain outcome of the coordination processes.

5. Conclusion

With the development of the European Employment Strategy (EES) in 1997 and the establishment of Open Method of Coordination (OMC) in 2000, the area of equal opportunities between men and women and the concept of gender mainstreaming have become part of a new policy approach. The coordination processes demonstrate a departure from the traditional community method, i.e. in the area of gender policies a departure from the traditional legislative approach as well as from the jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice. The coordination
processes does not aim to produce law, but aim to achieve some degree of voluntary policy convergence (Scott and Trubek, 2002:5). The incentives for such a convergence are given on a European level through multilateral surveillance procedures whereas the actual policy change has to be taken on a national level.

This paper has shown that the coordination instrument developed as a consequence of the increasing interdependence of national economies which caused a need for coordinated policy approaches in areas outside the core of the common market. The labour and social polices are such interrelated fields and of particular relevance for gender policies. The negative economic background in the 1990s helped to recognise the gender dimension of the labour market and to develop a coordinated European approach towards equal opportunities between men and women and gender mainstreaming under the EES and the social inclusion-OMC. Not only that there was a need for a rapid approach to the mentioned problems, there was especially a need for decentralised approach which allows to pay attention to the significant diversity of national labour market systems, industrial relations or social security schemes.

So far, the history of gender policies under “new modes of governance” has been rather short and the analysis in this paper has probably revealed more weaknesses than positive results. There is, however, a higher awareness on gender equality issues in the area of labour policies and interrelated social aspects. Since 1997, gender equality has been more firmly considered in the context of the EC than ever before. The coordination processes consequently dispose of a certain potential which needs to be developed further and which has to address the mentioned shortcomings and legitimacy concerns of the coordination instrument.

Rather than trying to make a final remark on the effectiveness of the coordination instrument, this paper has sought to point to the emergence of softer forms of governance in the area of gender policies and to underline its complementary potentials as a starting point for a renewal of traditional integration techniques. Such a renewal might not be necessary in all policy areas, but it is needed in areas, which cannot entirely be captured by a common market based hard law approach. Policy fields outside the core of the common market require complementary elements of new governance, as the development of gender policies and the recent Race Equality Directive have shown. A debate on the future development of anti-discrimination policy thereby needs to include both the legislative instruments available under the Community method and the coordination instrument and it needs to include it in a comparative way without stressing immediately one concept at the expense of the other (Trubek and Trubek, 2005:364). It also needs, however, a clarification on the relationship between hard and soft elements. Is obvious, the emergence of new forms of governance in the area of anti-discrimination policy needs to be treated and cannot be dismissed just because it may not fit in pre-established legal categories. However, one should not be overwhelmed by the newness and possible potentials of the coordination instrument, but needs to ground the emergence of new forms of governance on generally accepted legal principles ensuring its compatibility with the traditional legal rights-based approach as an essential element in the field of equality policies.
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